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HSNM mission
The constant growth of Wi-Fi networks and related services asks for the support of a value added technology that implements the performance of the 
existing network devices structure. HSNM is the answer. This management solution has been developed in order to satisfy network operators and 
service providers business activity.

The right network partner for your business

What HSNM is
HSNM is the all-in-one solution that provides the 
complete and professional users  accounting & 
billing management of hotspot and PPPoE 
requests within the Wi-Fi network service (free, 
password, SMS, automatic or managed registration, 
PPPoE, ad-sponsored, etc.). HSNM manages: service 
multilevel resale; product & policies definition; service 
presentation and customization; SysLog of generated 
traffic; etc. 
HSNM allows better performance starting from 
the existing router functionalities.

System dashboard

User interface

BE FREE FROM ANY MONTHLY FEE, 
GET THE COMPLETE PROPERTY
Through HSNM is possible to create a cloud 
service management on your own.  No 
monthly fee or service provided remotely 
by other companies, with us, you become 
the owner of the solution, not a tenant.

What about the target
HS Network Manager is the enterprise solution made suitable for all, wide and small 
network needs. The right opportunity to improve the business activity of Service 
Providers and System Integrators who want to give high value solutions to their 
customers.

HS Network Manager application is a great tool to improve and satisfy the increasing 
connectivity need of: hotel chains, residences and resorts, campings, beach 
properties, public places with high people turnover like airport, railway-metro 
stations, schools and university campus, government agencies or 
public administration and company departments, fairs, meetings, 
centres, music concerts, sport events...



Key points
FREESTANDING SYSTEM INSIDE THE EXISTING 
NETWORK The system is easily set up within the existing 
network structure. The investment is reduced and the easy-
fitting configuration lets the service work immediately and 
with visible improvements.
 
MULTILEVEL MANAGEMENT HS Network Manager is the 
ideal solution for the management of many access points 
with different rules and applications. This is possible thanks 
to the multilevel approach set up on qualified resellers, 
managers, domains and hot spots. Each one has different 
roles and permissions. During the configuration of each 
figure the administration can set policies, % discount, prices, 
users access, domains, templates… everything that concerns 
the network chain. 

COMPLETE SERVICE CUSTOM SET UP Customization is 
the best way to become more approachable and friendly in 
the eyes of end users. This system provides specific features 
that create and set up templates, languages, policies and 
related products. 

RELIABLE METHODS OF PAYMENT Free, paid or ad-
sponsored can be choosen or set up at the same time. By 
the payment side, the system provides a complete line of 
payment methods (credit and debit cards, customer 
cards, vouchers, etc) that guarantees end users secure 
transaction and a high level of traceability. 

SMS MODEM or INTERNET GATEWAY End users 
registration, confirmation and credentials can be sent by 
short messages. HSNM provides this opportunity through 
the connection to a national SMS gateway service or with 
the configuration of a SMS server modem. Easy and fast, 
information reaches the end users immediately. The same 
thing can be done also by e-mail messages or both of them.

Customization is all around

Even more with the social login
Live social. HS Network Manager provides the social log in function. End users can 
register and connect themselves to the service through one of their favourite social 
networks (Facebook, Twitter, Google +).

Open boundaries. Everything is made more approachable and after the users 
registration (where it’s possible to decide the group of information requested) it’s 
possible to ask to become Follower or Liker of a page related to the domain or 
specific hotspot (ex. within the hotel where the end user is lodged).

Next time when users log themselves, no other information will be required.
Take advantage from the social network global trend and draw the attention of end 
users to your service. 

Optimize your 
mobile experience
RESPONSIVE DESIGN 

HSNM identifies if the user is 
connected from a mobile or 
desktop device adapting the 
graphics to the device resolution in 
order to improve the user interface.

DESIGN YOUR TEMPLATES
It’s possible to set up custom template, text, images and CSS in order to 
create sms and e-mail sent by the appliance and/or the graphics and texts 
within the Welcome portal and Apps. 

CREATE YOUR CUSTOM VOUCHERS AND CARDS
HSNM is able to create prepaid/free customizable credential vouchers and 
cards. You can print them on your own and in few clicks. 

DEFINE THE LANGUAGE
Five default languages (EN, ES, DE, IT, FR) are available and it’s possible to 
set up other three custom languages. Everyone will interact with the service 
in his own language.

CHOOSE THE PRODUCT POLICY
Through HSNM, it’s possible to define step by step the service offer, free, paid 
or ad-sponsored. Each single detail can be set up within any single hotspot 
and domain.
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Everything within a single and unique solution
 
RADIUS SERVER
HSNM has an integrated radius server that uses the AAA concept (Authentication Authorization Accounting) to manage network access.
 
SYSLOG SERVER
HSNM allows to control what end users are doing in a defined moment, when they are connected to the hotspot. SysLog page provides an 
overview that checks the connections through filters organized by date, IP, hosts, users login or logout.

Get started. Find the right HS Network 
Manager for you
HSNM is available in two versions: a standalone desktop appliance, also rack mountable 1U or a virtual appliance 
that runs on VMware player or VMware vSphere. 
  
The solution provides a complete license level system as to satisfy a wide range of business needs. Each level 
manages a defined number of networks. 
HSNM provides you the maximum flexibility and scalability. You can start with a basic level proposal and increase 
the performance of the product in the near future and when you require.

HTTPS SECURE SERVER
HSNM provides encrypted communication and secure identification of a 
network web server. This function is useful for HTTPS connections that are 
often used for confidential or payment transactions on World Wide Web.
 
PPPoE
HSNM also manages requests of authentication that come from a PPPoE 
server. In this way service providers can work with an unique device and 
control directly both hotspot and residentials PPPoE users.
 
BIT RATE AUTO MODULATION
HSNM, for each product defined, can organize a set of features linked to a 
minimum, maximum or modulated bitrate related to the developed user traffic 
following different algorithms.
 
ROUND ROBIN HOSTS
HSNM offers the Round Robin Hosts feature with a visible improvement in 
terms of service quality and stability. End users requests are sent and handled 
through a defined order conferred by RR among HSNM equipment group. 
Up to a couple of alternatively HSNM can support and work simultaneously 
with the existing one. The biggest advantage is expressed in terms of Failover 
prevention. Nothing change the service performance and in case of 
equipment malfunction, the others hold up the work load. 

Welcome portal with ADS Login default  App

Custom App online gameCustom App catalogueAround me default App

Info default App


